STARTING THE CONVERSATION
Staff Diversity at U of T
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE UTM CHAPTER OF THE CONNECTIONS AND CONVERSATIONS AFFINITY GROUP

Wednesday May 8th 2019
9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. (EST)
North Building, NE 1270

Light refreshments will be served.
All are welcome!

Shakil Choudhury
Shakil Choudhury is an award-winning educator and consultant with more than 25 years’ experience in the field of diversity, equity and inclusion. Co-founder of Anima Leadership, he has trained senior leaders across sectors and developed measurement tools for organizations, helping improve their diversity outcomes.

Overcoming our personal and systemic bias
This training serves as the foundation for understanding diversity and inclusion using the Deep Diversity framework. Participants will learn the role of the unconscious mind in human interactions and how this results in micro-inequities in schools, workplaces and society at large. Implicit bias theory will also be covered along with bias-reduction strategies. This training also explores the concept of emotional intelligence and its critical application in diversity leadership.

RSVP at:
utmcandc.eventbrite.ca